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Chapter Two: Game Modding: Cross-Over Mutation and Unwelcome Gifts 

"WELL Hey! My name is Kevin Conner, and I play Quake2, Half-life and any good 
game out there.  I am an artist of many mediums; oils, acrylic, watercolour, pen and 
ink and of course...QUAKE2SKINS!!  Here on this page I shall have some links and 
some skins that I have made as well as an occasional sampling of my traditional art 
work...I'm sure you'll find my skins very unique... DOWNLOAD THEM!  I'd love to 
see them on others while I am FRAGGING them..eheh thank you and good night!” 
(Introduction to a Modder Website, 1996) 

 “Modding” is a term that is used among game players and in the game industry 

referring to modification or transformation of a computer game by players.  The practice of 

modding as it evolved in the 1990’s transformed pre-existing commercial games, primarily of 

the “FPS” or First Person Shooter genre.  Kevin Conner, cited above, modified his own so-

called “skins,” changing the appearance of the original game’s characters, and then delighted 

in killing off other players’ characters wearing his skins. While some modifications intervene 

in such relatively minor ways, others make something entirely new out of an old game.  Yet 

other alterations break down and critique underlying gamic templates—hacking apart the 

game becomes artist’s play. One objective of this chapter is to unravel different possible 

approaches that the player as ludic mutator (playful transformer) has to modded play 

material, as artist, hacker, as co-designer, as cheater, and as rule-breaker.1   

The privatized commercial game industry that produces modifiable games is 

structured as a managed hierarchy of specialized roles within a company, overseen by game 

publishers and marketing agencies.  Modders, on the other hand, are unpaid player-

consumers who volunteer their game building efforts.  As a self-taught amateur game 

designer, artist, or advanced tactical player, the modder first purchases (or otherwise 

downloads), and then modifies a game, thereafter releasing the modified game artefact on 

online forums and websites.  Subsequently, the modder’s reconfigurations may influence 

further commercial game developments, and if so, a feedback loop ensues between the two 

sets of gamic cultural producers:  character types, game play styles, game themes, and level 
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designs (play material), circulate between the player’s hands and a profit-oriented game 

industry.  The cultural production of modding thus transpires between distinct spheres of 

exchange and reciprocity, between both commercialized and volunteered game producers, a 

contrast to the previous chapter’s sharing of games freely created among player-artists 

entirely outside of the game industry. 

In this chapter I attempt to locate where the player’s influence and agency begins with 

modding and at what points cultural contributions are curtailed or cut off altogether.  In other 

words, one key objective of the chapter is to identify when modded play material is incapable 

of crossing-over and infecting the commercial sphere.  And even when the player’s modding 

clearly evidences wide-ranging impact in the game industry, rather than the heroic cultural 

workers of change, the practitioners of what media theorist Alexander Galloway’s imagines 

as a hypothetical resistant movement of “counter-gaming,” I wonder if modders are to a 

certain extent merely reificatory—co-developers of a culture of gaming at times homophobic, 

sexist, and militant (125)?    

As I enter into these questions of relations, I will call upon Michel Serres multi-valent 

figure of “the Parasite,” approaching the practice of modding as parasitism in relation to a 

host (3).  Serres alternately defines the parasite as noise in an informatic system, as a 

biological infiltration within a larger hosting body, and thirdly, as the anthropomorphic 

poachers of Aesop’s fables of hospitality—one of his recurring parasitic examples in The 

Parasite is the fable of hungry rats gnawing on cheese in a tax collector’s well-stocked 

kitchen (3).  At different moments in this chapter, I will draw on these alternate 

characterizations of parasitism.  Like Serres’ city rat who opportunistically infests a house, 

modders infiltrate a more wealthy “host” game system, a sophisticated game engine replete 

with awe-inspiring special effects, artificially intelligent programs, and detailed game world 

objects, made available for the amateur game maker’s “chewing.”  The modder takes 
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advantage of this digital game product at his or her fingertips, a wealth of tools and effects 

programmed by the game company.  

The modder’s appropriation or stealing of the pre-existing game is also similar to 

Michel de Certeau’s acts of “poaching” (xii).  De Certeau’s everyday bricolours make do 

with remixing the spaces and products of consumer society that they find themselves 

inhabiting and using, a privatized domain whose ownership is disputable.  Rather than 

passive consumers, (nor implementers of radically new orders—for in de Certeau this role is 

reserved for a select few “strategists”), ordinary people invent varied subversive tactics for 

stealing back the given of everyday life (39).  De Certeau writes, “Everyday life invents itself 

by poaching in countless ways on the property of others” (xii). Thus, both de Certeau’s 

poaching and Serres’ parasitism involve thieving from a wealthier host.  In Serres, this 

parasitic feeding off the largesse of a host transpires without return to said host, who in turn 

acts as a thieving parasite to a host further up a chain of parasitism, a cascading ”flow that 

goes one way, and never the other” (5).   

 

Fig. 1.  Michel Serres’ diagram of cascading parasitic theft; The Parasite, 1980; Print. 

At times, rather than this unidirectional theft, a better description of the productive 

relation between modders and the game industry may be that of a symbiosis, of reciprocal, 

cultural gift-giving.  Theories of mutual reciprocity often adapt some form of anthropologist 
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Marcel Mauss’ theory of the gift economy, a system of obligations incurred by giving and 

lending that he labels “prestation” (3). In the tribal exchanges of a gift or “potlatch” 

economy, both the social honour of giving and the unspecified expectation of future 

reciprocity motivates the gifted circulation of goods.2  With the advent of the Information 

Age, theories of gifting have become salient in the Digital Commons movement, Open 

Source Software Movement, and the Do –It –Yourself Open Licensing movements, 

transferring notions of gifted reciprocity from the circulation of material goods to the 

interchange of immaterial digital code, content and knowledge (Raymond). 

Yet this so-called “digital potlatch culture” has also garnered critical responses from 

post-Marxist quarters such as Paulo Virno, and Tiziana Terranova, who underscore the 

potentially driven and exploitive relations between free “outside” labour and private industry 

(Virno 191; Terranova 78).  In the case of modding, and again unlike the “unfolding” artist 

games discussed in the previous chapter, the volunteered contributions of players are deeply 

involucrated with the commerce-oriented productions of the privatized game industry, 

vendors of playful militaristic conflicts, at least in the First Person Shooter genre, that target 

young men as their consumer market.  

Taking a more magnanimous view of the game industry, the modifiable game can be 

understood as an added gift to the player (a free piece of cheese so to speak) above and 

beyond the playable game itself that the player has purchased.  The commercial game maker 

thereby affords the player the power of customization, of leaving their individual mark within 

their modded version of the sophisticated game software.  Should not players therefore be 

grateful and flattered when the fruit of their voluntary efforts is replicated in subsequent 

commercial game releases, infecting the body of a corporate host? Or does such corporate 

feeding off the body of the free labour of the players still ultimately constitute an exploitative, 

parasitic theft on the part of the game developer?  To nail down this chapter’s primary 
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dilemma more concisely, who is the host and who is the parasite? And alternately, if we lean 

towards symbiosis in our characterization of such relations, when does the game company 

deem the player’s modification an unacceptable gift—too homoerotic, too feminine, too 

abstract—a gift best ignored or suppressed because to absorb it into its iterative product 

evolutions would undo prevalent cultural codes of gaming?   

 

1.  THE FIRST PERSON SHOOTER AND GAME MODDING  

The practice of modding first arose in the 1990’s in association with the three-dimensional 

First Person Shooter (FPS), or simply “shooter” game.  As avid players of demon-infused 

Dungeons and Dragons table-top role playing games, early shooter designers and 

programmers Texas-based John Carmack and John Romero envisioned a similar, yet more 

adrenaline-infused, immersive, adult (or at least teenage), player experience in computer 

games, a contrast to the cute, childish arcade and Atari console games of the 1980’s (Kushner 

76).  In the genre-defining shooter game of Doom (1993), sinister tunnelling passageways 

concealed demonic, alien attackers.  Controlling the movements of an American “space 

marine” avatar, the player of Doom fired at robotic, artificially intelligent enemies, whereas 

in later “multiplayer” FPS games, the player’s enemies, and also teammates, are controlled by 

other live human players.  
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Fig. 2.  Doom (1993), ID Software; Game Screenshot; Web; 1 August 2011. 

Id Software, the makers of early three-dimensional games like Wolfenstein 3D (1992), 

Spears of Destiny (1992), and Doom (1993), not only established the vividly combative and 

gory tone of the shooter genre, but inspired by the open source software movement’s sharing 

of code, they allowed a portion of their game to be modified by players in a format known as 

“wads,” an early term for game mods.3 Other three-dimensional game companies soon 

followed suit in opening up portions of their proprietary games to player modding and code-

savvy players programmed free game editing interfaces to facilitate building game levels.  

Level-editors such as Quake Radiant and Unreal Editor presented the player with an 

overview of an architectural blue-print of the game world, facilitating the design of new 

buildings and levels, and allowing for the player to choose where to position attacking 

opponents. Modders engrossed themselves in designing their own tunnelling mazes and 

combat scenarios, inserting their own characters, sounds, images and environments into 

games.  In chaotic “death-matches” against other players, modders reconfigured their 

weapons, for example increasing the velocity of bullet fire, ammunition reloading, and 

targeting accuracy.4   

Some mods diverged thematically from the futuristic, militant, horror setting of the 

original shooter game.  Funny inversions substituted chickens for soldiers and dimly-lit, 
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sinister tunnels were wallpapered in pink anime textures, channelling players along treasure 

trails of cupcake-shaped power-ups.  Artists modulated game world algorithms like music, 

fracturing the smooth surfaces of representation with vertiginous swirls of fractured pixels 

responding to the player’s movements.  In an early version of the RC mod (1999-2000) by 

Spanish artist Retroyou, cars and other game world objects were released from the mimetic 

law of gravity, floating into virtual infinity.   

                                                                                        
Fig.  3.   A hacked and intentionally fragmented looking mod of a car racing game;  RC mod 
(1999-2000) by Retroyou (Joan Leandre); Game Screenshot. 
 

At the turn of the millennium, rather than reconfiguring characters, nor architecture 

and virtual game environments, the portion of the game being modified shifted to game play 

mechanics, in other words, to the rules and conventions that govern how the game is played.   

Twenty-first century modders conducted a careful reengineering and balancing of players’ 

roles on opposing teams of virtual commandos.  For instance within one team, a sniper role 

shields from above while a foot-soldier launches a grenade from below in mods like Team 

Fortress (1996) and Counter-Strike (1999).  Such specializations replaced the 

undifferentiated killer roles in earlier multi-player shooter games.  The Defence of the 

Ancients (DotA) mod, a modification of Southern California developer Blizzard’s Warcraft 

III quite popular in Asia, is also primarily a gameplay mod that fuses role playing game 

mechanics with real time strategy conventions.5  
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2.  CUSTOMIZATION, INTERFACE MODS, AND CREATIVE CHEATS  

In the upcoming subsections, to initiate my exploration of relations between players and the 

commercial game industry, I will start by entering with more specificity into the game 

modder’s repertoire of approaches to the transformation of commercial game products, 

beginning with customization.  Let’s suppose a player decides to project something of herself 

into a game like Linden Lab’s Second Life (2003), a three-dimensional social chat universe 

game.  She photographs herself digitally and stretches the image horizontally, intending to 

wrap it around the head of a pre-existing game character, a type of surface mod commonly 

referred to as a “skin.” Accidently, instead of wrapping naturalistically, the image smears due 

to an unforeseen design constraint.  She decides to exaggerate this unintentional plastic 

effect, stretching ears and nose across mid-torso. She tops off the new look with the absurd 

donning of an unwieldy car object as a hat, bumping into doorways whenever she enters a 

building.  Other players ridicule her or mimic her, asking her to share “her” accidental 

technique that resulted from glitches between the intent to customize and the parameters of 

the game system.  

Thus unlike the game design team that builds a game from a pre-planned, written 

game design document, where characters are expected to conform to types thematically 

aligned with the fictional diegetic setting of the game, unified themes such as Science Fiction, 

Medieval, Asian Mythical, or the Wild West, the modder’s customizations insert unforeseen 

noise into the game’s mimetic universe.6  From the game company’s perspective, these 

disruptions can only be tolerated in multiplayer games where other player-customers will not 

protest too vociferously when they encounter a walking car character or other rarities.  

Unlike the Second Life game of the walking car, which has no predetermined thematic 

universe or game play style, a massively multiplayer role playing game like World of 
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Warcraft (2004) is largely closed off to modification for fear that modding would disrupt the 

immersion of other players into the medieval fantasy world of the game.  MMORPG 

developers like Blizzard also fear that modding would interfere with play mechanics and 

unbalance player quests and battles.  The only modding permitted in World of Warcraft is the 

customization of the interactive interface of a two-dimensional button layout floating over the 

surface of the world.  Although such personalized interface mods can become quite intricate 

indeed, affording the player a unique configuration of access to spells, digital artefact 

inventories and gamic actions, they are viewable only to the player, and do not modify any 

common aspects of the digital game world.7  Thus the modder’s “parasitic noise,” Serres’ 

screeching of rats in the walls, is constrained to a harmless, superficial strata of the game in 

interface mods, allowing only for customization of the player’s personal viewport of the 

game. 

 

Fig. 4.  Customized World of Warcraft (2004) button interface; Game Screenshot; Web; 1 
August 2011. 
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“Cheats” are another common form of game world modification. Cheats can be 

creative or mundane, calculated or accidently discovered. Cheaters invent innovative means 

to advance beyond and out-manoeuvre other players. For instance, a cheater opportunistically 

applies camouflaging wall and floor textures to their game character’s body. Then from his 

camouflaged hiding spot he jumps out of a wall into a full scale attack, taking the opponent 

by surprise. Another trick of multiplayer shooter games is to paste a temporary two-

dimensional image on a wall (known as a tag), of what appears to be another player’s 

character.  The unsuspecting opponent wastes precious ammunition on the decoy, disclosing 

his position with the sonic blasts of his weapon.  Game world hackers download cheat codes 

to evaporate gravity, empowering characters with the ability to float over barriers. Cheat-

codes convert walls to transparent wireframes and outline enemies in red halos, identifying 

the player’s opponents from afar—all the while the opponent remains ignorant of the 

cheater’s position until his untimely demise. 

Depending on how other players and game makers validate such trickery and invested 

work-around the rules, cheating modification can be understood as an advanced tactical 

approach to the game orchestrated by masterful players rather than an unlawful, unskilled 

shortcut. De Certeau writes of “connoisseurs and aesthete” tacticians, like a skilful taxi driver 

in Rome who masters a “labyrinth of power,” taking “pleasure in getting around the rules of a 

constraining space” (18). Similar to both tax lawyers and troublemaker school children, 

cheaters are more attentive to rules and world limits than non-cheaters, combing the 

parameters of the game world for advantageous loopholes, searching for instance for a wall 

collision glitch that mistakenly opens onto a locked area. Yet even though the cheater has 

afforded herself an unfair advantage over the other players of the game, (and has pulled off a 

small reversal of power against the game designer’s attempt to impose fair rules for all), her 

tactical interventions in the game world do not alter the overarching aims of combative 
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engagement, except perhaps by inspiring the design of future games where all players are 

endowed with superpowers like flying or seeing through walls. 

3.  ARTISTIC NOISE IN THE SYSTEM  

In contrast to the cheater’s transgressive actions that nevertheless still conform to the original 

goal of the game, artists have taken apart game worlds to the extent that the original game is 

no longer recognizable, no longer playable as a game.  In an exhibit titled “Synworld: 

Hyperspace” in 1999 at Public Netbase in Vienna’s Museumsquartier, Austrian artists 

divested the Unreal game engine of its reputed photorealistic effects, hurtling the player 

down a virtual well surrounded by semi-transparent walls textured in green on black text.  

That same year I curated a small online exhibit of artist made mods titled “Cracking the 

Maze: Game Plugins and Patches as Hacker Art” on the online media art journal Switch’s 

website. For this exhibit, I convinced game developer Bungie to donate free copies of the 

space shooter Marathon Infinity (1996) to the participating artists to modify. Since the late 

1990’s, other artist-made game modifications and art games have been occasionally exhibited 

in varied international art venues, galleries, museums, festivals, and are often referenced and 

available to download from the Australian “Select Parks” online archive. 

The game mods of Jodi, an artist duo consisting of Dutch Joan Heemskerk and 

Belgian Dirk Paesmans, are in many ways representative of the artistic hacking approach to 

the mod.  In the late 1990’s, Jodi assaulted shooter game engines with the same destructive 

playfulness that marked their hackerish approach to HTML “net.art” a few years earlier.  In 

Untitled Game (1996-2001), a series of nine remakes of the Quake engine, Jodi eliminated 

representational properties from the game world, flattening the textured surfaces of the 

original game’s space station to shadowless, black and white walls. Standard keyboard 

controls for jumping and shooting initiate delayed rains of pixelated bullets and spinning 
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vertigo.  A short description of Jodi’s Untitled Game on the Select Parks online archive of 

game art mods states:  “Quake 1 mods, “untitled-game” mutates the semiotics of navigational 

perception, abstracting original game ontology, controls for mobility, enemy identification, 

narrative cognition; reward systems, landscape, and gravity are reduced to symbolic 

fragments” (Select Parks). 

 

Fig. 5.  Untitled Game (1996-2001) by Jodi; Game Screenshot. 

This destructive relation that artists like the Jodi collective have developed towards 

the game seems to fit best within Serres’ first instance of the parasite as noise in a system.  

His parasitic noise arises at any of three points of a triangular communications model of 

“sending, reception, transmission” (194). But rather than disrupting the back and forth 
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movement of communication signals, the artist modder inserts noise into the game system, 

interrupting the playing of the game according to its proper rules and goals.  

Noisy parasites are not always welcome, distrusted as invaders from an exterior 

cultural realm, artists not gamers, or again, failing to properly conform, computer gamers not 

“real” artists in technophobic regions of the art world. Despite the comprehensive exhibition 

histories and visibility on the Internet of game mods like Jodi’s, such artistic hacks of 

commercial games have been criticized as ineffectual, both in terms of game play and artistic 

validity.  For instance, in the final pages of Gaming: Essays on Algorithmic Culture, 

Alexander Galloway provocates that Jodi’s Untitled Game mod ignores “all possibility of 

gameplay,” alleging that their remakings retroactively invoke an outmoded, mid-twentieth 

century art movement by propelling the game “into fits of abstract modernism” (107).  

According to Galloway, an as yet unrealized movement of “counter-gaming” would require a 

more radical approach to artistic modification with more input into the evolution of game 

play.  He writes “Visual imagery is not what makes video games special [...] counter-gaming 

is an unrealized project” (125-126).  

Yet what after-all is gameplay?  Galloway criticism of artistic modding’s inability to 

develop a “new grammar” of resistant play seems to assume that play consists of 

constructive, programmed moves leading towards a goal, a mission.  Measured by such 

criteria, a game without such ordered play mechanics like Jodi’s noisy abstract interventions 

is merely a broken game.  In a blog entry entitled “The Anarchy of Paidia,” game designer 

Chris Bateman reflects on rules of play and their counterpart of disorder, drawing from Roger 

Callois’ expansive definition of play developed in Callois’ pre-computer game age 

ludological tract, Man, Play, Games.  According to Callois, play vacillates between order and 

chaos (paidia), “from somersaults to scribbling, from squabble to uproar, perfectly clear 

illustrations are not lacking of the comparable symptoms of movements, colours, noises” 
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(28).  Such colourful, kaleidoscopic descriptions recall the gyrations of the Untitled Game 

mods.  Paidiaic players, like children and animals, play in an unstructured, undirected 

vertiginous mode of paidia with toys or other found objects such as appropriated furniture, 

tree branches, and cardboard boxes. Paidia can coalesce into an ordered goal-oriented game, 

only to disintegrate again into chaos.  For Callois, paidia is creative variability, its direction, 

aims, goals and material indeterminate at the outset of play.  Even if an objective is formed, 

paidiaic play is unintegrated into a larger systemic whole constrained by competitive and 

goal-bound rules.  Artistic game modders, while hacking apart and modulating the graphical 

and aesthetic properties games, have been playing (paidiacally) all along. 

Yet to entirely ascribe such noisy game hacks to the childlike, destructive joy of 

paidia neglects a critical edge of these art practices.  In addition to being understood as 

disorderly play, the parasitic noise that artists are generating in the play system disrupts the 

expected alignment of features and components customarily found in shooter games.  Virtual 

game worlds have reified into genres where violent play is narrowly replicated in release after 

release in the game industry, especially in the shooter and action genres, the genres mostly 

closely associated with modding.  Players engage in agonistic violent combat against 

artificial non-player characters (NPC’s) in single-player games and on teams against each 

other in multiplayer matches.  Players learn to handle virtual toy weapons, and in many 

shooter games since the initiation of the War on Terror, these games are set in live conflicted 

zones in the Middle East and elsewhere. For instance, in the downloadable shooter game of 

America’s Army (2002), a recruitment game developed by the United States Army a year 

after the 9/11 terrorist attacks, the player-soldier, usually a male soldier, undergoes training in 

an army boot camp under the supervision of a robotic drill sergeant, before graduating to 

fight on a counter-terrorist team with and against other players.  These militant conflicts are 

laden with the binary logic of fraternity and solidarity against a common enemy, a macho 
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militarized play culture reflected in the young men’s multi-lingual “trash talk” audible on the 

“radio” voice channels of First Person Shooter players located across Asia, Europe and North 

America. 

Abstract artistic mods on the other hand, like Alone’s Quake 3 mod, Retroyou’s RC 

mod and Jodi’s Untitled Game series, remove all traces of any such representation from their 

blank walls and abstracted empty corridors, eradicating the means for the player to project 

themselves mimetically into the world.  By erasing the slate, such mods beg the question of 

what else might be projected into virtual game worlds by the omission of the expected 

content.  Untitled Game simultaneously exaggerates and exposes the violent algorithms of the 

genre, multiplying bullet sprays, amplifying the grunts of monsters, modulating the game 

system at key operational nodes. Actions and auditory effects disintegrate into aggressive 

noise when bereft of supporting representational visual content.  

Although artists may be atypical players and modders of shooter games, the noisy 

artistic hack is still a critique launched through the system.  Jodi’s work explores and mutates 

the software codes controlling the physics of combat and the algorithms of bullet dispersal.  

This interior critique takes pleasure in consuming the industrial game product it destroys.  

Thus unlike Serres emphasis on the parasite as “para” in the sense of beside when he writes 

“To parasite means to eat next to,” artistic modders occupy an interior critical position, 

chewing on the walls of the game engine from the inside (6). To put it another way, as 

opposed to launching a critique of militarism, sexism, or nationalism in games through 

exterior means such as censorship, or via the critical media reception theory that resurfaces in 

the news media whenever disturbed teenage boys gamers engage in real-life violence, the 

artist modder engages directly with the game engine, noisily destroying the game from 

within.8 
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Towards the close of the Parasite, Serres speculates that the parasite’s noise 

contributes to the first phase of an evolutionary process of mutation and selection, the 

mutation of “a message written on a base” (184).  He writes:  

Part of this message is changed by mutation, by absence, substitution, or difference of 

elements. It is not entirely a metaphoric expression when we claim that it has to do 

with intervention of a noise in the message. Noise in the sense of disorder, and thus 

chance, but also noise in the sense of interception [..] The new order appears by the 

parasite troubling the message (184).  

 Similarly, although the artist’s hack of the shooter genre retains elements of the original 

game, such interventions indisputably “trouble the message,” rendering the original game 

almost unplayable.   

If we follow Serres in applying Darwinian biological evolutionary concepts to cultural 

change, this insertion of abstract artistic noise into the game can be viewed as a step towards, 

intentionally or incidentally on the part of artists, to instigating a change or mutation, clearing 

the way for a “new order” of play culture to come (whatever that order may be).  Whether 

ultimately the parasite’s actions within the game system prove to be a successful mode of 

cultural intervention and of ludic mutation, is a question that we will pursue in the following 

subsection with a different set of modding examples. 

 

4.  CROSS-OVER MUTATION  

Continuing with an evolutionary analogy for changing game culture, I now consider the 

“selection” phase invoked as somewhat of an afterthought of parasitic intervention by Serres, 

a question that is really of where a cultural change begins and of its spread or crossing-over 

between players and the game industry. In this section I will attempt to provide a “concrete” 
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example of a span of game culture changes that are by their mutable nature difficult to pin 

down beyond a single intervention or mod.  

In 1999 I was invited to participate in the “Alien Intelligence” exhibit at the then 

newly constructed Kiasma Museum in Helsinki, Finland.  As a sort of Internet 

curator/cultural worker (officially I was considered an artist), I made a small website titled 

Mutation.fem tracing gender transformations of game characters over several commercial 

game iterations and player interventions (Mutation.fem).  In early First Person Shooter 

games, all of the characters upon purchase of the game were men.9  Unhappy with this one-

sided gender limitation, players primarily identifying as men hacked female fighters into 

games, pasting flat, feminine skins onto the hulking male three-dimensional figures arriving 

pre-packaged within various titles like Doom (1993) and Marathon (1994).  While engaged in 

battle on the newly online servers of multi-player Quake (1996), a kind of virtual drag ensued 

with these cross-dressed fighters.  At the time, in my write-up for the Mutation.fem exhibit, it 

seemed apt to refer to these bulky women characters as “frag queens.”10 

  

Fig. 6.   Quake 1(1996) Frag Queens; Web; 1999.  

In an apparent response to these player-made female characters, Texan game 

developer Id Software’s inserted a female protagonist character option into their sequel game, 

Quake 2 (1997). This character was among the first women fighters to appear already pre-
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packaged within an industrial shooter game. Although Quake’s new female fighters sported 

visible musculature, when viewed alongside Quake 1’s brawny Frag Queens, Quake 2’s 

character’s slender curves reflected more conventional, ladylike conceptions of femininity.  

Thus although gendered play material did seem to jump from the player sphere to the game 

company, from modded Quake 1 Frag Queen skins to company-made Quake 2 female 

characters, in the crossing over this digital play material underwent a normalization into a 

more stereotypical conception of femininity.  In this sense, Quake 1’s cross-dressed frag 

queens remain an interrupted evolutionary offshoot of queer game characters, who have yet 

to resurface again en masse on the macho gamescape of shooter games, “a gift” from the 

players that was unacceptable in its original shape to the game industry. 

 

Fig. 7: Iterative Movement of Play Material between Players and Industry. 

We now proceed to the next link of the chain of our evolutionary (or de-evolutionary) 

story of Mutation.fem.  Interpreting the novel gender equality of characters in the official 

game of Quake 2 as an invitation, an invitation that might not of come to pass were it not for 

the rough customizations of Quake 1’s frag queens, so-called real life women start to play as 
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the female characters in the next version of Quake, waging battle in groups of six to fifteen 

players.  Sharing their profiles and modifications on the Quake Women’s Forum website, 

bored Australian housewives and mothers, and Canadian female technical professionals 

gaming on the clock, banded together in so-called “clans” like “Psycho Men Slayers” 

(P.M.S.) and “Vicious Vixens.”  In custom designed, player-made skins, P.M.S. clan players 

branded tattoos of their clan logo onto the small window of flesh visible on the character’s 

back.11  Thus, the noise generated by the first generation of campy female frag queens in 

Quake 1 cleared the way for a new configuration of players and characters in the next 

commercial iteration of the game, that although adhering more closely to heterosexual 

stereotypes of gender, was a substantial deviation from the initial insular, boys-only terrain of 

the shooter game genre. 

 

Fig. 8. PMS Clan’s Custom Tattooed Quake 2 (1997) Skins; Web; 1999. 

 

5.  TRANSMISSION OF PLAY MATERIAL  

I have been referring to the digital units of modding, the changeable components of a game 

such as game characters, game levels, sounds, and game play patterns, as play material.  Ian 

Bogost similarly describes “unit operations” in games and other digital media, units that are 

“characteristically succinct, discrete, referential and dynamic” (4).  Viewed at a lower level of 
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intelligibility than Bogost’s cultural-digital “unit operations,” digital game components can 

be reduced to a sea of tiny interchangeable binary bits sharing one protocol, a formless 

atomic digital arche of zeros and ones, and thus the velocity of digital material’s transmission 

over the Internet (Negroponte 14).  This speed of online transmission might inspire high 

hopes for the rapid evolution of an open, online ludic culture shared between player and 

industry spheres, accessible for input from anyone with Internet connectivity and game 

purchasing power.    

Yet despite this speed of digital transmission, play material is still configured into 

higher units of cultural data that speaks more compellingly to certain players over others, 

based on factors such as gender, geography, language, culture or more subjective 

considerations such as play style.  Put simply, play material is not neutral.  Like stories, like 

poetry, like advertising slogans, images and stereotypes, play material comes pre-loaded with 

the ticklish hum of forgotten nuances and mythologies, both with ancient noise and easily 

recognizable modern forms.  To the extent that play material reiterates persistent patterns, 

such as gender representations, thematic universes, and game play styles, its transmission is 

similar to the repetition of a stereotype, such as the comic book-like characters that later 

appear in computer games in the familiar types of buxom women and brawny men.  In 

Declining the Stereotype, Mireille Rosello underscores the iterative transmission of ethnic 

stereotypes:  “Because of their strong iterative force, they travel from mouth to mouth, text to 

text, from discipline to discipline without losing much of their original shape and strength” 

(35). Similarly, while replicating across player, artist, and game industry spheres, play 

material transmits a persistent gendered or ethnic stereotype, or an ancient game form, along 

with other cultural bits.   

Although digital play material is viral and pernicious as it travels through receptive 

players, it is also may be more open to transformation than Rosello’s iterative stereotypes, 
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which she initially characterizes as unchanging units:  “Like a block of cast iron, they form a 

whole that cannot be dissolved and whose main purpose is to be repeated endlessly” (23).12 

Unlike the locked-in-place configuration of the stereotype, which echoes the inseparable 

print-block combinations of words and images of the term’s etymological nineteenth century 

origin, digital play material is malleable.  Play material is reconfigurable, remixable, and 

attracts further playful abuse by ludic mutators, “ab-use” understood, following Serres’ usage 

in the Parasite, as appropriations of preceding use (80).  Serres writes, “Everything passes 

through his hands, because, more or less, everything is transformed in his hands. The 

exchanger is also a transformer” (43).  When play material is played into the hands of a ludic 

mutator, a dialogue ensues between the player and the material’s embedded play history.      

Thus the play material of games is both repeated and transformed as it moves through 

player modding and game industry spheres via the milieu of the Internet, and the speed of 

transmission of novel configurations of play material is not impeded so by technical 

limitations but by cultural and market barriers to acceptance and intelligibility.  As we 

observed with the short life span of the frag queens, a variation of a stereotype is ignored as 

noise when it threatens an order of heterosexist power relations propagated in gaming 

culture.13  Yet even so, this initial introduction of “gender noise” cleared the way for a short-

lived influx of women fighters in the First Person Shooter genre. 

 

6.  THIEVING PARASITES                                                                                                  

The active female modders of Quake 2 recall in some ways the female television fans of a 

prior decade described by Henry Jenkins as “textual poachers.”  Also inspired by de 

Certeau’s poacher of everyday life, Jenkins differentiates his textual poacher from a 

diminutive conception of the television fan as a “feminized” brainwashed, passive recipient 

of mainstream media. Jenkins writes of avid television fans who produced small magazines 
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or “zines” of “photocopied anthologies of short stories, poems and artwork centring on one or 

more media universes” (157).  Writing deviations of television plots such as tales of 

homoerotic encounters between Captain Kirk and Spock, these cultural poachers, like ludic 

mutators, actively remixed their own queer variations of popular culture, borrowing 

characters from Star Trek and other “narrative universes” (186).  Here the emphasis of 

parasitism is on poaching, borrowing and theft, rather than noisemaking. Like the parasite’s 

theft from the tax collector’s kitchen in Serres’ rendition of the rat fable, poaching is a 

relation of theft from the wealthy by the impoverished, an act of appropriation of a narrative 

universe on the part of Star Trek fans whose means of production, (photo-copied, home-made 

magazines), is limited in scope and impact compared to the reach of a broadcast television 

series.14 

Although not as far apart by the same degree of medium and reach as television 

production and handmade Xeroxed fanzine, commercial game production and player 

modification belong to distinct spheres. A three dimensional American, European or Asian 

commercial game is the synchronized product of the 24/7 labour of a team of lead and 

follower game designers, a coterie of producers and art directors, a branch of programmers 

and artificial intelligence specialists, and armies of three-dimensional modellers and 

animators, pressured by deadlines from external game publishers and public relations 

publicists in the West or internal Japanese managers.15  Upon public release of a well 

marketed and anticipated game, players, consumers, potential modifiers, enter the cathedral 

of the game world in awe, mouths agape, reverently feasting on layers of special effects, 

shadows, drifting fog and enticing vistas, fluidly responsive character movements, vastly 

intricate and complex variable statistics, upgrades, and levels.  An entertainment “wow 

effect” is produced in the cubicles of the commercial game developer, a manifestation of the 

game’s organized means of production. 
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A lone player setting out to modify such a game might initially be intimidated by the 

host company’s vast accomplishments, secretly working alone in the bedroom late at night, 

testing out his level on a small group of compatriot game geeks.  While exploring the game 

engine, the modder inhabits the host game system like an interloper, breaking and prodding 

the game at key junctures, erasing files to see what effect their lack produces, changing 

parameters to discover and isolate their operations. Canadian modder Min Le Gooseman 

developed Counter-Strike (1999) while still a college student in collaboration with a small 

group of local and long distance gamer cohorts.  Their late night volunteered efforts 

ultimately culminated in a mod with a combat play style approximating contemporary 

commando teamwork formations in the Middle-East and in other live conflicted urban zones.  

Upon release, Counter-Strike captured the interest of a world-wide majority of (mostly male) 

team shooter players and, exhibiting extraordinary longevity for a computer game, continues 

to be played over a decade after its appearance.  

Counter-Strike is therefore a rare mod whose popularity eclipsed the original 

commercial game of Half Life (1998), and is also an unusual instance of the hosting game 

company, Valve, sharing some financial proceeds of the mod with the modder.  

Publisher/developer Valve continues to absorb amateur makers of popular mods into their 

corporate body, hiring the makers of popular mods like Counter-Strike on development 

teams.  In this instance, the host and the thieving parasite reverse roles, when Valve poaches 

off the efforts of the modders, even as the corporation to a certain extent rewards the 

modders.  

More commonly, the game company keeps the players within the legal bounds of the 

game software’s user agreement. Such agreements stipulate that no commercial gain is to be 

made by players for their creative modifications, an exploitive relation of information 

capitalism that Terranova would most likely consign to the immaterial “free labour” flowing 
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outside of a company, exterior voluntary labour that ultimately serves in the company’s 

interests.  Terranova writes, “Such means of production need to be cultivated by encouraging 

the worker to participate in a culture of exchange, whose flows are mainly kept within the 

company but also need to evolve an ‘outside,’ a contact with the fast-moving world of 

knowledge in general” (79).  Returning to Serres cascading diagram of parasitism from the 

fable of the rats, the modders would occupy a position similar to the farmers from whom the 

tax collector parasites his wealth.  The tax collector, like the game company, feeds off the 

labour of others. The host, the game developer, parasites its parasites (the modders) stealing 

what was remade of the borrowed game during long, sleepless, after-school and after-work 

nights. 

In the Nights of Labour, Jacques Ranciere, resisting the usual tendency to portray the 

self-educated and quasi-literate as class victims, relates the inspiring boot-strapping efforts of 

self-motivated 19th century labourers who taught themselves to read and write long past the 

daylight hours of their day jobs at factories and other “low-class” illiterate employments. 

These workers wrote poetry and published their own journals. Similarly stretching 

themselves in their off-time from employment and schoolwork, amateur modders, untrained 

as programmers, as game designers, nor as artists, comb Internet forums, searching for the 

heuristic tricks and secrets to unravelling the arcane techniques of game remixing.16   

More recently, the expertise of modders, their specialized contribution to gaming, 

relies on their experience of countless hours of gameplay.  A mod such as DotA (Defense of 

the Ancients), does not substantially change visuals, game world themes, nor invest intensive 

production time in the building nor the programming of artificially intelligent characters and 

new scenarios.  What such more recent mods do instead, quite economically, is to modify the 

game form, simply reusing much of the play material already available in the original game 

of Warcraft III. 17  In the DoTA mod, compared to the original Warcraft III game, rounds are 
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of a shorter duration and players centre their attention on advancing a “hero” character 

instead of attending to resource management. With a few notable exceptions, such as the 

innovative and experimental three-dimensional puzzle mod Portal (2007), we find a 

somewhat unsatisfactory answer to Galloway’s wish for future modders to contribute more to 

gameplay in these minor refinements of the original game’s rules and form.  

 

7.  A COMMON SPHERE OF GIFTED GAMES  

Upon successful reception of a mod among other players and the subsequent adaption of 

innovative play material from the mod in a commercial release, the modder might be flattered 

by the mimicry of the game industry, even without financial recompense. Many analyses, 

such as Eric Raymond’s varied applications of gift economies to open source software 

writing, attribute the motivation behind the sharing of free software and other digital objects 

like game modifications to honour.  Renown among other players may seem sufficient reward 

for voluntarily creating and sharing a digital game mod.  In a subsection of a larger essay 

entitled “The Hacker Milieu as Gift Culture” Raymond writes, “it is quite clear that the 

society of open-source hackers is in fact a gift culture. Within it, there is no serious shortage 

of the `survival necessities'—disk space, network bandwidth, computing power. Software is 

freely shared. This abundance creates a situation in which the only available measure of 

competitive success is reputation among one's peers” (“Homesteading the Noosphere”).    

Even at a time of widespread privatization of culture, amidst the parsimonious 

colonization of knowledge down to the level of genes, various models of freely shared 

content are available to Internet users.  Open source software code is available on 

SourceForge, and the Creative Commons data archive makes available freely usable images 

and sounds.  And in the previous chapter, we have already seen the isolated example of freely 
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unfolding doll games. A more widely used, common recourse might also be proposed for 

other genres of modifiable games such as three dimensional action games, although certain 

practicalities of development, (the specialized production forces employed in such 

productions), may be inhibiting to amateur gamemakers. 

One evocative model that has been proposed for open cultural and scientific 

development, similar in some ways my adaptation of Arendtian action in the previous chapter 

to unfolding games, is Paulo Virno’s coalition between Hannah Arendt’s “Action” and 

“Intellect” (190).18  To counteract Arendt’s alleged solitary Intellect of the contemplative 

philosopher’s tradition, Virno suggests that General Intellect, derived from Marx’s notion of 

science and communal knowledge embodied in machines, should be elaborated expansively 

to “a faculty that makes possible all composition” through communal “virtuoso scores” (190).  

Although Virno does not provide specific examples of virtuoso performances, generally 

speaking, the General Intellect, when not “inhibited and distorted” by “Work,” takes as its 

starting point common participation in an action arena inspired by Arendt’s “Space of 

Appearance.”  

 It is tempting to apply this radical postulation of General Intellect as a non-state and 

non-commercial sphere of commonly shared scores to the present and future Internet, and to 

digital media like games.  As an alternative to the disparities and unequal relations between 

Information Age parasites and hosts, a more unilaterally common digital online resource of 

gifted play material might be preferable.  A free distribution of common play material made 

entirely by the modders might eliminate the parasitic, exploitative “class” of commercial 

game developers, and would do away with the unequal poaching relations between players 

and industry. Such a non-commercial development process might also foster a greater 

diversity of gamic producers of varied gender’s, ethnicities, proclivities, and of game types. 
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8.  REJECTED GIFTS  

While interesting to consider as an alternate configuration of player-driven evolutionary 

game culture, actual modding of computer games is not an equal relation of partners who 

share game “scores” back and forth in free-flowing symbiosis.  In the practice of modding 

commercial shooter games, we have observed distinctions between hosts and parasites. 

Parasites could be anyone with the means to acquire a copy of a game, legally or through 

piracy.  Alternately, the game company poaches off the voluntary labour of players.  

Exchange of play material between the market-driven and the volunteers is impure, an 

uneven jungle of propriety hosts and stealing parasites.  

Unabsorbed by capitalism’s appropriation of a subversion, a queer play practice 

remains as an excess, a forgotten, troublesome, or noisy gift from the perspective of the host, 

unexploited by commercial interests.  De Certeau writes, “The loss that was voluntary in the 

gift economy is transformed into a transgression in a profit economy: it appears an excess (a 

waste), a challenge (a rejection of profit), or a crime (an attack on property)” (27).  Similarly, 

Mauss references a period in Roman law when an attempt was made to curb the exchanges of 

the gift economy, which were viewed as harmful to evolving the market: “By a venerable 

revolution they passed beyond that antiquated and dangerous gift economy, encumbered by 

personal considerations, incompatible with the evolution of the market, trade and 

productivity—which was in word uneconomic” (52).  The Infocapitalist market is similarly 

averse to any obligation to take on the risks presented by the gift economy, yet seems in the 

case of modding to enjoy the prerogative to also profit on occasion from the the parasite’s 

gifts. Most computer game developers deftly evade any uncomfortable “debts” incurred from 

their paying customers voluntary efforts by either turning a blind eye, or pointing to the 

stipulations laid out in the software user agreement. 
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The host, in the grip of an impulse to channel ludic eroticism into a heterosexual 

norm, following North American, European or Japanese game industry standards, and subject 

to market pressure from his game publisher to release yet another sellable sequence of action-

packed missions, ignores opportunities to parasite the parasites, the ludic mutators and frag 

queens.  Although cynics of “digital potlatch culture” imply that the products of free labour 

are easily stolen by commercial interests, only certain play material leaps from parasite to 

host, such as the numerous titles released in the United States and Europe during the 

beginning of the War on Terror, games that unabashedly replicate the binary counter-terrorist 

teamwork formations developed in the Counter-Strike mod. These new configurations are not 

necessarily progressive evolutionary movements of game culture.  Attesting to the 

unknowability of the evolutionary and progressive capacities of the system, Serres writes “in 

the black box we don’t know what belongs to the system, is against the system...not sure 

whether diagram of the rats (country and city rats) is generative or corrupting” (16).  Indeed, 

the most infectious offerings of modders may contribute more to an enclosure of game 

culture than the product secretions of the game industry itself.   

I have touched on customization, interface mods, masterful cheating, paidiaic noise, 

and artistic game hacks as approaches within a non-exhaustive repertoire of ludic mutations 

undertaken by modders. Modders, untrained game makers and everyday players, infiltrated 

the interior of the sophisticated game system with noise, appropriating the game’s objects and 

leaving their mark on the game world. In turn, some of their voluntary labours are poached by 

game companies, who absorb modded material into their products and then release them in 

serial commercial excretions.  Yet if the mod deviates too far from accepted cultural codes, 

game forms, representational codes and stereotypes, play material encounters resistance and 

normalizing barriers in transit that inhibit its “crossing over” to the industrial host. Serres 
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observes of the host that “he overvalues the message and undervalues the noise if he belongs 

to functioning of the system” (68).   

We can imagine tracking units of play material as if they were viruses, a cultural 

scientist visualizing lively mutations, spectacular dead ends and straight plodding lines.  Frag 

queens to female fighters are but one branching among other past and future chains and forks 

of iterative, modular mutation of play material. Unlike Serres’ uni-directional cascade of 

parasitism that only flows in one direction, the play material of modding ricochets back and 

forth between common and proprietary game spheres, both poached and gifted as it passed 

through the hands of modders (ludic mutators) and game developers. Thus, in addition to 

appropriation, the parasite is also capable of symbiosis when the opportunity is ripe.  On a 

more optimistic note, even the parasite’s disruptive noisemaking, although often suppressed 

or ignored, may clear the stage for a new configuration of play material.  The contrarian wish 

arises, for the sake of game culture, that industry would exploit more of the unusual “outside” 

gifts offered by past and future modders and ludic mutators. 

                                                           
Notes 

1 I define play material in this chapter as any aspect of a game that can be modified or 
changed. 

2 Northwest Coast Native American tribes hosted spectacular potlatch celebrations where 
abundant goods, blankets, tools, and jewellery, given away with the expectation of future 
reciprocal festivals, however unspecified. Mauss anthropological treatise compares the 
potlatch economy of these Native American tribes to similar systems in Polynesia and among 
the Maori.  He contrasts the gift economy to the calculated exchanges of a Western economy 
founded on private property where producers are more alienated from their products, as well 
as from any social bonds to the recipients of their goods once their merchandise has been sold 
(42). 

3 A few years after the commercial game release, Id Software also gave away the entire 
source code of Doom on the Internet. 

4 A death-match is a round of chaotic slaying of all other players. 
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5 In a Real Time Strategy game, players gather resources and build military bases, placing 
units of miniature toy warriors in strategic locations on the synthetic terrain.  The DoTA mod 
offered players a variation on RTS (Real Time Strategy) rules, introducing a more powerful 
“hero” character and allowing for shorter matches of an hour in length than the original 
game’s potentially day-long battles. The DoTA mod is an accumulation of many smaller 
alterations on the gameplay rules of the original Warcraft III game and it is difficult to 
pinpoint one modder who is responsible for the final resulting mod. 

6 A Game Design Document is a standardized written document in the game industry 
specifying the characters, levels and challenges of a new game. 

7 Modders of World of Warcraft interfaces do share screenshots of their layouts with each 
other on gaming forums and websites outside the actual game itself. 

8 For instance, in 2011, Norwegian Anders Behring Breivik’s habits of game play were tied 
in media reports to his cold-blooded fatal shooting of eighty teenagers in an island summer 
camp meeting of the Swedish Labor party. 

9 I am not referring to the princess type character offered as trophy in games like Legend of 
Zelda but to the active male “protagonist” avatars controlled and “worn” by the player. 

10 To “frag” is slang for killing in the game of Quake. 

11 Some female Quake clans like PMS also permitted male members to join—as long as they 
were willing to play as “towel boys”—male avatars wearing nothing but clan designed 
towels. 

12 Rosello does later proposes a theory of stereotype “recycling” in Declining the Stereotype. 

13 These deviations can also be understood, as we will come to further on, as unacceptable 
gifts. 

14 Seen from a longer historical view, the player’s appropriation of a commercial game is a 
taking back what was stolen fairly recently by the private game industry from ancient game 
forms. Unravelling a chain of borrowed, thieved, received and given play material back to  
pre-computer game history, we enter a more unilaterally common play domain, when games 
were not commercially owned property but were passed on through school playgrounds, 
across the ball courts of Aztec and Mayan empires, played by Egyptian queens of 
backgammon, by Sanskrit and Chinese military strategists of chess,  bored sailors, and Go 
playing courtesans—the names of the inventors of classic games lost to the history of 
common cultural artefacts. 
15 The one person programmer/game designer of the 1980’s resurfaces only as an independent 
designer of casual games, Indie games and art games. 

16 And only recently is it even possible to learn to be formally educated in the making of 
games—many professionals in the industry began as amateur modders. 
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17 What I refer to as the game form is the rules and objectives of play which in a computer 
game are programmed into the limits on the actions that the player can and cannot do in the 
game world, as opposed to an external written list of rules like those of a board game.  

18 Contrasting to his coalition between Action and Intellect, Virno characterizes Action’s 
“coalition” with Work as capitalism’s proprietary corruption of the open evolution of 
knowledge and culture. 

 

 

 

 

 

 


